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Chapter: 2082
Just when everyone thought that Adam would turn into anger and took
action at Lin Ziming, he suddenly raised his head and laughed, as if he had
heard a huge joke that made him laugh forward and backward.
“A little ant in the innate realm, dare to judge me?”
Adam stared at Lin Ziming and said, at this moment, his aura changed again
and became even taller. It was obvious that he was standing there and he
hadn’t moved before, but the image he gave everyone was his. The body
was constantly raising up, turning into a giant one hundred feet tall, and Lin
Ziming was just an inconspicuous ant in front of him, who could trample to
death at any time.
Of course Adam will not be deformed. The reason why he gives people this
feeling is because the change in his aura has created a spiritual illusion for
everyone present.
Then, Adam looked at the void again, his eyes flashing like electricity, as if
Whampoa Road was really there, and he snorted heavily, as if all his
patience was exhausted, “Whampoa Road, I will give you face again and
again I didn’t want to trample this little ant to death. Since you won’t come
out, then don’t blame me for not giving you face!”
After the voice fell, he began to attack Lin Ziming, and at the same time said,
“Little Ant, are you ready to die?”
His speed is not particularly fast at first glance, as if everyone can see his
movements clearly, but in fact, what they see is only the afterimage of
Adam, and his speed is reaching the extreme, in the reflection of sunlight
Below, the afterimage produced is nothing more.
It was completely in a flash, maybe only a millisecond, Adam had already
arrived in front of Lin Zimi, and this speed was already much faster than the
speed of sound. .
Then Adam slapped it with a palm of his hand, which turned into a high
mountain with endless heat and flames, like a volcano, and slammed it hard
at Lin Ziming.
Lin Ziming was also surprised. Adam’s shot was not unexpected, but
Adam’s shot was a killer move, and it could cause such a strong mental
disturbance to him. In an instant, he had realized that Adam’s strength was
more powerful than he had encountered before. The Asura, a little bit higher!
This is the true strength of the Tongshen Realm First-Rank pinnacle.
At this moment, Lin Ziming really felt that he was facing a volcano, and for
the first time he had an unmatched thought.
Of course, this thought just flashed through his mind. Don’t think he has
only a half-step magical realm, but his true strength has greatly exceeded the
half-step magical realm, and he can scream. It’s a realm of God!
Cross-boundary challenge, this sentence seems easy to say, but under the
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world, it can be said that it is very rare, especially in the congenital realm,
and it is even rarer to cross the boundary to challenge the god-passing realm!
Lin Ziming is one of them.
Facing Adam’s shot, Lin Ziming didn’t have any panic. On the contrary, he
was only happy and excited.
Regardless of how gentle and gentle he usually looks, in his bones, he is
actually a fanatical militant who is strong when he encounters a strong
opponent. The stronger the opponent, the more excitement in his heart can
be aroused!
Now Adam is the most powerful opponent he has encountered since his
debut. Could this excite him?
“Good job!”
Lin Ziming yelled violently. He rarely backed away. Instead, his legs
sprinted, his loose trousers, with a snap, were actually stretched torn apart
by his muscles swollen legs.
His legs, as if they were made of steel, were full of explosions. The lines
seemed to be much more beautiful than any bodybuilding expert in the
world!
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